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CIP overspends budget; faces limitations
Following an evaluation of the
Community Involvement Program (CIP)
by the University administration, CIP
has been advised that its 35 spring
semester applicants will not be en
rolled in the program.
The University administration con
tends that the CIP program overspent
this year's budget of $614,500 by
$53,200. According to UOP President
Stanley E. McCaffrey, the total univer
sity expenditure for CIP is now
$667,700.
The
Community
Involvement
Program is a special UOP admissions
and scholarship program for Stockton
residents who are"financially unable to
attend college.
CIP Director, Kelly Kitagawa,
sees this budgetary limitation as, "a
systematic way of eliminating this pro
gram."
"The tuition projections for 1978
are $6, 700. We are guaranteed that we
will have $475,000. That amount will
fund less than 80 students on this cam
pus."
According to President McGaffrey,
"The total budget provided for scholar
ships for CIP, was exceeded by some
$53,200, and will probably go up next
year because tuition will be somewhat
higher; and in order to maintain the

same number, we will have to spend
some more money. All funds for
scholarships at the University will go up
a certain amount. That amount has not
yet been determined."
Recently an administration evalua
tion concluded that CIP will now be
placed on a definite yearly budget. In
addition, they stated that there are no
plans to "phase- out" or "cut- back" the
program.
According to the evaluation, "the
administration hopes and expects the
program to be continued at the same
level at which it has been conducted
throughout its nine years."
In addition to university funding,
CIP has raised $100,000 for this year's
program in the form of State Scholar
ships, California Opportunity Grant, and
other forms of aid.
Another $100,000 was paid direct
ly to students through the federal Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant, which
the student can use to pay for tuition,
rent, books, food, or in any other area
the student sees fit. This brings the
total cost of this year's CIP program to
$767,700.
In addition to the CIP cutback in
scholarship aid, the university will elim
inate all new academic scholarships for
the spring semester.

Open meeting on
tuition Wednesday
On Wednesday, December 7th at chance to read the material and ask
4 p.m. in the Long Theatre there will be questions at the meeting.
The Housing Policy Committee is
an open tuition meeting to discuss the
estimating
an increase in room and
alternatives proposed by the Long
board between $130 - $150.
Range Planning and Budget Committee
The question of why the open
and the Housing Policy Committee. The
meeting
is held was posed to President
proposals will concern next year's
tuition and room and board increase. •McCaffrey. He replied, "It is to afford
the opportunity of anybody, including
President McCaffrey and the four faculty.students, and administrators, to
university vice presidents, Clifford be informed of the matters (tuition and
Hand, Clifford Doctherman, Robert room and board) in discussion.
Winterberg and Judith Chambers will
ASUOP President Randy Breschini
preside at the meeting and answer
said, "As a member of the Long Range
questions.
Planning and Budge Committee, I have
The Long Range Planning and
been working on the tuition proposals,
Budget Committee is recommending for the past month. The proposed
four alternatives that range from a $398 alternatives, I feel, are well developed
increase to $513.
and unfortunately justified as the
These alternatives will be University exists now.. There are
explained in detail in a packet that will definitely some areas that could be
be mailed to students and faculty by more efficient."
Monday. Students will then have the
The Freshman class entering UOP
in 1974 paid $3020 in tuition. Now, as
graduating seniors, the student!
$4216. Thisisadifferenceof $1146. In
addition, these students paid a $322
increase in room and board. Rem and
Board was $1624 in 1974 and is $1946

What's News

Fear on campus

n°WLast

Inter- Fraternity Council 5
UOP Basketball

12

year approximately 400
students, faculty, and staff attendedthe
open meeting. Some of the questions
asked concerned financial ai
students, endowment, enrollment, and
an open budget.

CIP Director Kelly Kitagawa: Budgeting is "...a systematic way
of eliminating this program"

Congress proposes
tuition tax credit
Questions of constitutionality and
institutionalized elitism should enliven
the campaign for the proposed Tuition
Tax Credit Bill of 1977.
The bill, recently introduced in
Congress, would allow an income tax
credit for half of tuition costs up to $500
per student. The tax break includes
students enrolled in private as well as
public schools from kindergarten to
graduate studies.
The constitutionality of the bill is
questionable by the inclusion of
religious institutions. The Supreme
Court, beginning in 1947, has
interpreted the First Amendment
clause, "Congress shall make no law
respecting establishment of religion" to
mean complete separation of church
and state, including private churchsponsored schools.
Senator Patrick Moynihan (D-NY),
one of the 43 co - sponsors of the bill
thinks the Supreme Court was wrong.
Speaking before the Senate during the
introduction to the bill on Sept. 26,
Moynihan argued that the founding
fathers meant to protect against the
founding of a national religio.n favored
above others, rather than separation of
f#hurch and state.
If passed, the bill will most benefit

private schools and middle income
families. The plight of middle income
families has been the focus of much
attention in recent, inflation - riddled
years. With incomes above the level for
qualifying for federal and financial aid,
middle income families are having
difficulties meeting the costs of
educating their college - age children.
The same holds true for many families
wishing to enroll their children in
private or parochial schools. Moynihan
claimed that 51 percent of private
school enrollees come from lower and
middle income families.
Moynihan strongly
supported
federal assistance to private schools.
He stated that they "provide diversity to
the society, choices to students and
their parents, and a rich array of
distinctive educational offerings that
even the finest of public institutions
find difficult to supply, not least
because they are public and must
embody generalized principles."
The bill promises some relief to its
intended audience
needy college
students. For senators who in the past
have killed similar legislation, the
issues of the bill's constitutionality and
institutionalized elitism may prompt
the same response.
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World news of the week
Soviet speaks

Airline antics

January 20.

Lance laughs

An airliner made an emergency
return to the San Jose Municipal Airport
after a screaming passenger stripped
off his clothes, sprinted down the aisle
and began kicking the cockpit door
authorities announced.
Acting
security
chief
Mike
Paccioretti said the pilot reported an
emergency just after takeoff and
requested immediate clearance for
landing.
Authorities said the "streaker"
offered no resistance to the security
guards who took him in handcuffs to
Santa Clara Valley Medical Center,
where he was placed on a 72 - hour
mental health hold.

Bert Lance, somber when he left Argentina agitated
Washington two months ago after
A strong earthquake rocked
resigning as President Carters budge
western Argentina, killing at least 50
director, was in a jovial mood after
persons and demolishing numerous
participating in a high - level White
buildings the government said.
House meeting.
The quake, whic.i registered a 7 on
Lance met with Hamilton Jordan,
the Richter scale, struck hardest near
Carter's top political adviser, and other
San Juan, a wine growing agricultural
officials, including international trade
city of 500,000 located 800 miles
negotiator Robert Strauss, to discuss
northwest of Buenos Aires near the
plans for a huge Democratic fund .
Chilean border.
raising dinner to be held in Atlanta on

The Soviet Union, after prodding by
the Carter Administration, has agreed
to begin formal talks in Washington
during mid - December on limiting the
Soviet and American conventional
arms sales.
The week- long talks will be the first
in a seriec of meetings that officials
hope will eventually produce an
agreement placing mutual restrictions
on the ability of the two superpowers to
supply weapons to other nations.

Plump python
A man's body, fully clothed and
with some broken ribs, was foundinside
a 20 - foot python killed in a village in
central Sulawesi (Celebes), Antara
news agency reported.

.

STlj,

Successful surgeon
Ten years after he performed the
world's first
successful
heart
transplant, Dr. Christiaan Barnard is
getting ready to put away his scalpel
because of arthritis in his hands.
"I operated yesterday ... it was
absolute agony," the 55 - year - old
surgeon said in an interview a few days
ago.

Abductess appeals
Newspaper heiress Patricia Hearst i
has asked the 9th US Circuit Court to
rehear its decision upholding her bank
robbery conviction.
In a related story, a polygraph
expert who tested Hearst says her lie
detector responses confirmed her story
that she was forced under threat of
death to help rob a bank.

States stool les
The Federal Government said it
paid more than $1 million to informants
who helped the Internal Revenue
Service track down income tax cheaters
during the past three years.
According to the IRS, the
government collected $35,276,414 in
the three - year period from taxpayers
who would have avoided payment if it
were not for the informants.

Fewer foes
A military court convicted former
Phillippine Senator Benigino S. Aquino
Jr. of subversion, murder, and illegal
possession of firearms and was
sentenced to death, ending a four - year
trial of President Ferdinand Marcos
political foe.
A d,ate for the execution has not
been announced.

Eight thousand people converged on the White House recently to protest the Shah
of Iran's visit with Carter and U.S. support of the Iranian regime. Many Iranians
wore masks to prevent identification by SAVAK- the Iranian secret police.

GRAND OPENING

GRAND OPENING

GRAND OPENING

rainbowlrecordslandltapes
7616 PACIFIC AVENUE,
NEW LUCKY LONGS SHOPPING CENTER NEAR BREUNERS
storewide sale on aN LP'S & RECORDED TAPES:
*§.98MFG LIST

*7.98 MFG LIST
*4.99 SALE PRICE

SALE PRICE

INCREDIBLE SELECTION IN ALL CATEGORIESOFMUSIC.
1000'S OF BUDGET LPS AND TAPES FROM $1.99
ACCESSORY SHOP : T- SHIRTS, BUNK TAPES, PARAPHANALIA, 45'S
AND

MUCH,

MUCH

MORE...

STOREWIDE SALE
positively ends DECEMBER 15 so

in all LP's and TAPES
stock up now for the holidays!!!!

RAINBOW RECORDS & TAPES

TELEPHONE NUMBER
477- 5665

7616 PACIFIC AVENUE IN THE LUCKY & LONGS CENTER
HOURg Monday. Saturday 10:00 to 10:00 p.m.

Sunday 11:00 to 7:00 p.m.
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Voice student says silence necessary

IU
by Tim Murphy

The voice with its resounding
clarity gives him away. Without doubt
he is a singer. But there is something to
that inflection, besides the tone, that
indicates his serious attitude.
David C. Itkin is a junior m the
Conservatory of Music majoring in
Voice Performance. He is a tenor and is
presently working to see just how good
he can become. His seriousness has
won him both respect and dislike.
"He
is very serious and
concerned," says Jim Meade, another
voice major. Meade also described
Itkin as "obviously very ambitious" and
"a hard worker."
"I have this reputation for being
stuck - up" Itkin admits. But he
explains that his priorities lie in learning
to be a good singer and opera
performer, and he is doing all he can to
achieve that goal.
"He knows what he's doing and
where he's going, and I think that can
make other people feel threatened,"
Meade added.
Itkin's serious determination was in
evidence
before
the
recent
Conservatory production of the opera
"Cossi Fan Tutte." Because of the voice
drain from a strenuous schedule of four
performances in six days, he rested his
voice by not speaking for three weeks
before the production except when
necessary. Each night during the week
of the production he also slept for 12
hours.
"He was very strong in moments,

AND nnt ac CIRNN,.
_J.I
.
..
and not as strong in other
moments,"
said fellow performer Meade of Itkin's
performance in the opera.
"It was hard," Itkin says of his silent
preparation, "because singers seem to
be naturally gregarious people. I'm
a naturally gregarious person myself."
"I
wouldn't
do that,"Meade
commented
on
Itkin's
silence,
"because I find that talking helps my
voice."
"Some students think they can
abuse their voices?'
Itkin remarked.
But he steadfastly avoids any harmful
drinking, partying, or yelling before
performances not only for the
performance itself, but also because of
the crucial development of a singer.
A tenor is not fully mature and
strong enough to perform well until his
late 30's or early 40's. From late
adolescence on, time must be
concentrated on training or the
opportunity for development is lost.
"It's like twenty extra years of
puberty, 'Itkin says.
i
But Itkin thinks that those years
should not be spent in total isolation.
"You cannot create artistically unless
you have something to relate to," he
claims.
So at the same time,
opportunities for enjoying the other
aspects of life should not be cut out
completely.
Despite the often heavy workload
and distinction of the Conservatory
from other schools on campus, Itkin
feels that music students have ample
opportunity to mix with others.--uWe live
in the same dorms and eat in the same

™

David Itkin: His seriousness
has won him both respect and
dislike
dining halls as everybody else," he
points out.
The study load of Conservatory
students can be heavy though, Itkin
admits, especially for beginning
students who have more required
courses. "Juniors and senior seem to
have more free time," he says.
In contrastto hisotner ideas on the
school's position in the University, Itkin
feels at times that the school "isn't
isolated enough."
An "isolated" school devoted

strictly to the teaching and production
of musical endeavors would be Itkin's
ideal view of the Conservatory. He
is particularly concerned about his own
major program: "The emphasis here is
not on performance."
"The performance program has
been much better in the past than it is
now," Meade agrees. "The school is
becoming much more 'education
oriented," meaning there is greater
emphasis on classes and teaching than
actual production.
As a result of this emphasis, Itkin
will transfer to the Eastman School of
Music in Rochester, New York,
beginning in January.
Originally from Portland, Itkin was
always interested in music and entered
the Conservatory because of his
interests, and its proximity to home.
"UOP had several good features."
If his career as a singer doesn't pan
out, he plans to work as a conductor and
arranger, a field he has had experience
in since high school.
For now, though, singing is his main
interest and it holds the greatest appeal
for him in opera. His love of opera is so
grqat that he claims "I'd rather watch an
opera than perform in it."
At
the same time,
Itkin
understands the reality of a glutted
field. "There simply aren't that many
good singers," he says, "whereas there
is an abundance of conductors."
. <

But listen to that voice for a few
minutes and it's apparent that "he
knows where he's going."

Ask a banking question.
We'll give you a full report
Like College Plan® Checking, Personal Choice Savings Plans, and
if you qualify, Student BankAmericard® Visa® and overdraft
protection. But you can pick up our Consumer Information Reports
with no obligation to sign up for anything.
You see, we figure the more you know about banking, the
more likely you are to bank with the bank that can do you the most
good, both in school and after.
Quite a few Californians think that's us. And were hoping you 11
come to the same conclusion.

If you have a banking question you'd like answered, Bank of
America is the place to come.
In fact, we can probably give you a full report on the subject.
That's becausd our Consumer Information Reports cover a
wide variety of banking subjects. Including, A Guide to Checks and
Checking" which explains what you need to know about cashing
and depositing checks, holds, and stop-payment procedures. We also
offer Reports on: "How to Establish Credit? "Ways to Save Money,
"Rights and Responsibilities: Age 18" and more.
And our Consumer Information Reports are free at any one
of our branches.
,
,,
Of course, we have a variety of other banking services, as well.

BANKOF AMERICA

BANK OF AMERICA NT&SA MEMBER FDIC

Ways to Finance an Education
information
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Depend on us. More California college students do.

Concerns involve theft# personal

Survey reveals fear major campus problem
by Debra Hammer
A great deal of fear exists on
campus according to the results of a
questionnaire
recently
circulated
throughout the dining halls.
The questionnaire, which was part
of a project now being completed by a
group of students in Dr. Randy Rose's
Group Dynamics I class, posed
questions to be answered anonymously
by participating students.
These
questions pertained to the amount of
security students feel while on the
campus. This was done in order to
establish the necessary criteria needed
for the problem-solving group. In this
way the group could determine first that
a problem really exists before deciding
upon possible solutions.

Rapist made you more aware of the
problem?
The startling high results of this
survey have indicated that both men
and women living on campus or just
attending classes at U.O.P. are
frightened, extremely concerned for
their safety and, on a more somber
note, view themselves as potential
victims.
The members of the group which
conducted the survey and are working
on this problem expressed great
surprise at the large number of males
who were just as concerned with the

area-

line for victims of rape or
c those with
whom rape has been attempted, that
offers counseling, and instructions on
what to do if such a frightening situation
should arise.

m;c

Part of the group s answer to this
immense problem is to hold a seminar
on Tuesday, December 6, 7 -9I p.m. at
Wendell Phillips Center, Room 140 with
speakers from The San JoaquinWomen
Against
Rape,
a
community
organization that runs a 24- hour hot-

The
speakers
from
this
organization will be present that night to
talk to students and faculty members
interested in attending the seminar in
order to enlighten people about the
facts and myths concerning rape and
how a female can protect herself from
an attacker as well as what to do should
an attack occur.

POWER HHP
TAKE ONE.

The percentages were found to be
extremely high among the 217 male
and female students who answered the
questions. Broken down to 113 female
students and 104 male students, out of
which 71 indicated thah they lived on
campus and 33 lived off campus.
Results gave evidence that 91.2
percent of these students feared for
their safety, 98.6 percent felt that theft
was a major problem on campus, with
33 percent of those surveyed having
been actual victims of theft.
Bicycle theft was a major concern
with dorm, house, and car thefts also
listed as areas of concern. Out of the
217 students, 85 percent revealed that
reports of the East Area Rapist had in
creased their awareness of the crime
problem although, to a smaller degree
percentage wise, only 6.9 percent had
actually been threatened with an
attack.
After
asking participants to
indicate whether they were male or
female, the short questionnaire asked
thefollowingquestions which produced
the high percentage of fear;
1. Do you think that theft is a
serious problem on campus?
3. Have you ever been a victim of a
theft?
4. Have you ever been threatened
with an attack?
5. Have the reports of theEast Area

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
N EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER - MEN/WOMEN

WORK WANTED
Full Time > l
Part Tune I :

Social Securi
Height

Ft.,_ -In.

Male • Female •
Your Present Oca

Weight _

Former Name.
In What Geographical Location Would You Prefer to Work?

• tf Yes. Nam.
Have you ever worked for PG&E under a different name? YesD
YesD No • When

Have you previously been employed by PG&E?
Have you previously been tested by PG&E?
Do you have a valid California Drivers's License?

YesO No Q When
YesD No D License # _
YesD No D If Yes. why? _

Has your License ever been suspended or revoked?
Do you have relatives workingfor this company?
Do you have friendsworking for this company?

YesD No • Name
YesD No • Name
YesD No D

Are you a citizen of the United States?

YesD No O

if nut. have you the right to stay permanently in U.S.?

YesD No • If yes. Resident V

Are you willing to take a physical examination'
YesD No • Arc you willingto work shifts'
Are you willing to be fingerprinted?
YesD No D Are you willing to relocate?
Are you willing towork on weekends, holidaysor overtime? YesD No O Are you willing to travel?

YesDNoU
Yes I INo '
Yes 11No U

I

Education /Circle Highest Grade Completed!
Schooling
Name of School
High School
Junior College
College or University
Technical. Trade or Other

2 School Placement OfficeD
3 Agency or Organisation
6 RelativeO
7 FriendO
8 Other D
7 or Lets
High School: 8 9 10 11 12 College: 13 M 15 16 Graduate Work
Location
Grad
Specialization Grade or GPA
F YN To Yet U No

Degrees Held _
Professional Re

Type of Work Desired (For Physical, Clerical and Technical, please refer to information about beginning jobs at "CSF. Write Job Title at
EXAMPLE:-Groundman #1

Other Courses or Training Related to the Work Desired_
APPLICANT NOT TO f
Education Verified
Reference Check
Mil. Discharge Ck

H

I

BIS:

L OUT SPACE BELOW - PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT USE
___

El

Division Name and RC Nn

hi l«l l«l~l

PG&E doesn't just provide
electrical power and gas
energy in Northern and
Central California. We also
have the challenges that go
with providing the energy
needed to help solve some
of the most difficult and
complex problems of our
time.
Problems like providing
enough energy to satisfy
both human needs and envi
ronmental demands. We're
up to our ears in problems
of the energy crunch. We
must deal with fuel conser
vation, environmental
protection, land-use care
and research for new and

RESEARCH
Send only two dollars (to cover
postage) for your copy of our
latest mail-order catalog of over
7,000 research papers

An Equal Opportunity Employer-men and women

All Materials Sold
For Research Assistance Only

« • • • • « « « ,

• • « i

S

s

better ways to do our job.
To solve these problems we
need people. Bright, welleducated civil, electrical, or
mechanical engineers. And
while we can't promise a soft
cushie job, we can promise
interesting challenges.
If you think you're man or
woman enough to tackle
the really urgent problems of
our decade, come on down
and fill out an application.
We pay our people well, and
give them as much responsi
bility as they can handle.
Contact John Clemson,
PG&E Professional Employ
ment Office, 245 Market
Street, San Francisco, CA.

PGAE

• Quality Unsurpassed
• Fast, Dependable Service
• Speeches, Reports, etc.

E
S•

. Extracurricular Activities (Exclude activities related toRace. Religion or National OriginI

Other Interests and Activities
Skills. Trades or Licenses Held (Typing,Welding, el

All students wishing to apply
for financial aid for the academic
year 1978—79 can pick up the
application and the Financial Aid
Form (FAF) at the Financial Aid
office in North Hall any day
between the hours of 8:30 -12:00
and 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Students who are California
residents and who are currently
receiving assistance from the
University are expected to apply for
grant ussistance from the
California
Student
Aid
Commission. These applications
are also available at the Financial
Aids Office.

AUTHORS' RESEARCH SERVICES INC
[ * 407 South Dearborn Street, Suite 600
Chicago, Illinois 60605
3?Z-922-0300'

the
activities of the East Area Rapist ai the
females surveyed. The general opinion
of the group was that many boyfriends
fear for their girlfriends' safety as well as
the married students who are afraic for
their wives, especially in the event that
the rapist should return to the Stockton
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!!?!?r^ra'ern''y Council revived
.,U°P'S Maternity system is being
united thanks to a revision of the Inter
Fraternity Council.

old IFC, !j| UOf^FratemrttesbelongVhe

After a two year absence from the
campus scene a move was made by
Bruce Leamon, Director of Fraternity
Programs at UOP, Paul Levendoski (Phi
Tau), Tom Sisto (Phi Tau) Vic Pitt™

elected. To^Sisto (PhMT ?S° been
(Phl Tau> « the IFC
President uL
back togetherWanMuch'PUhase

esfabl' ahnd B'" Ca"ejaS (°™6ga Phi) t°
establish a new IFC. They all met
t0 n6tH etht0cISCUSS the undertakingand
orgarizati°™l

together

alone.

and

Members from all six fraternities
rirfft wW TU and 3 new constitution was
drafted. This document has now been

gSfandnUn<jerStandi°nrgS

6 ctJKs and non - erepk*; anH

a

new
o

House and House - to - Administration "

J_1CUrrent'y working to print a
fraternity directory listing all fraternity
members' home addresses. They hope
by chris,™s ^

contest to design the cover tor the
directory is bei„g heU and » «»
offering a case beer as the prize.
rGCent meeting of the IFC many
topics were discussed, among them

II

trips an a ^F ^ Warriors game, Ski
trips, an All - Fraternity Dance, and a

and

,

,

flalifnrnii
Pi. . _i
...
The California
Student
Aid
Commission announces the opening of
the competition for the 1978-79 State
Sate, Fellowship Program which
provides for up to full tuition and-or fees
at any graduate or professional school
located in California and accredited by
or m candidate status for accreditation
Western Association
by the
MSS0Ciatl0n of
»nn
r,'
of Schools
Schools

frat

CARLOS CASTANEDA'S second ring of power
ower
n

Thfi

i

SSSSSSS
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Powerful character

jDon^Soledac^JSKgs

ann (inllocroc <-»»•
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Law

ITO-Low cott flightsto Europe.Israel, Africa Orient start at $349. Free International stu
dent I.D. card. Call 415-922-8012 or 714870-1031 or write to465 W. Valencia Suite I
Fullerlon, California 92632.

reservations

NOW

Going home to L.A. for holidays? Make $50100 selling picture film at parade. Tourna
ment of Roses Film Sales, Inc. (213) 242-

1992 or 242-1915.

{ f a t f i e jpne

, ASUOP

TRAVEL SERVICE,

campus representative

PSI, Graduate School of Professional
Psychology. Applications are currently
being accepted for our PhD program in
Clinical- Counseling Psychology. Existen
tial- humanistic emphasis. State approved
for professional license. Write for free
brochure; current catalogue $1.00. Or
George Muench, director.
Dr. Peter
Koestenbaum, dean. PSI, 580 College Ave
nue, Palo Alto, California 94306.
ATTENTION; Authors, writers, and college
students. Will TYPE manuscripts, term
papers, theses, miscellaneous Items My
home, 465-6341.

FOR SALE: REFRIGERATOR $75.00
SINGER SEWING MACHINE $125.00
2431 EXT. no.9 or 465-4961 AFTER 6.
MICROSCROPE—4 - sale • "SPENCER"

[HHl

COMPOUND - 30BJ - 900X • XLNT COND
$475.00 - PHONE EVE. • 465 - 5080

200 West Harding Way
Stockton, California 95204

Call (209) 466-0911
From Tracy. Manteca, Ripon, and Lodi,
call toll free: Enterprise 1-7571

E9CSOI3

u—

Application forms may be obtained
from the Graduate School Office
Knoles Hall.

Proofreading? Yes, I shall proofread those
long and difficult term papers, theses, and
manuscripts (punctuation, word usuage,
grammar and "Spelling). Price negotiable;
contact Janet King at Farley, second floor,
room number 202.
Travelin# Representative

innTl'atf °Pfnirl6 for a sham: energetic
individual with proven interpersonal skills
to represent a leader in the travel industry.

cHxwaii,£\iexico, Europe—

^American Express representative

School

Commission postmarked by February

6. 1978
SttHrlontc must also
_ l - _ .
. .
6,
1978. Students
submit
a
completed Financial Aid Form to the
College Scholarship Service in Berkeley
postmarked by February 6, 1978
Applications and Financial Aid
Forms may be secured from California
colleges and universities or directly
from the California Student Aid
Commission, 1410 Fifth Street,
Sacramento, California 95814 and
must be mailed to the Commission
postmarked by February 6, 1978

pacifican classifieds

BOOK YOUR

10 TRAVEL CONSULTANTS

...

required to submit test scores from
either
the
Graduate
Record

Students

andjoints beyond

Admission Test, the Dental Admissions
Test, the Medical College Admission
Test, or the Graduate Management
Admission Test depending on the
!nttC'fJ.C afademic competition
entered.
No test scores will be
™Ceptad from tests taken after January
^e, 1978, and students must request
that
that scores
scores from previous test
SZi5,ra,i0nS
«° *•

A«nri.»i«n
^aurornia btate Bar
Association.
Fellowships will be allocated
among the nine categories listed on the
application which are Allied Health
Arts and Humanities, Education,'
Science and Science Professions,
Social Sciences, Law, Business, Dental
and Medical Professions.
The
allocations will be based on
consideration of estimates of the man
power needs of the State.
All fellowship applicants will be

Examination,

Cfirtstmas

big topic. ASUOP funding being closed
to IFC for this year, money for all
activities must be raised.
Ideas
included
taxing each
each House
House according
according
'ncluded taxing
*° membership, charge a flat fee, and
doing some activities in the spring to
raise money-

Graduate fellowship
program opens

«fng recognized

tnnin

NOW AT
Introducing

be"®

meeting

On October 17, a letter from Bruce
Leamon went out asking that two
members from each fraternity at UOP
of which there are six, meet at his
?Part™nt™ Wed.,Oct.19 According
to the letter, it was important that each
House be represented at IFC by the
President and one IFC representative
(two people per House)."
Goals set for the first meeting wereto update and make viable the old IFC
constitution, to establish regular
meetings, to discuss money raising to
include all fraternities, and mat
PaSXn^et°meetWiththe

'

n W'lkams (Omega Phi)
said "tho
to hPi
? S°Clal events are important
to help us learn about one another. We
need that to be a viable and united
body." President Sisto wants" neTand
creative things to do together to heto us
get to know one another"
Fund raising projects were
a
were also
also a

No direct sales; 20 hours per week; starting
January 1st.
We are looking for a winner- with a proven
record of integrity, personal stability, and
community involvement.
Your selfinitiative will be recognized and rewarded
with an excellent incentive program. Hard
work along with intelligence and innate
sales krjow- how are the ingredients for this
well- paid, parttime position.
Call Toll-Free. 1-800-821-2270, ext. 510,24

MISSING: 2 MITTENS, One marroon, one
multicolored.
great sentimental value; if found, please
return to ASUOP Record Store.

WANTED; Instructor to teachMini Coursesin Bicycle
and Auto Repair. Please contact the University
Center directors' office.

UTIL.ZE
,
r)

V0U

THE
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GOOD RETURNS FOR X SMALL PRICE
10 cents a line for
ASunPM
i!eS: and
ASUOP
Members
UOP faculty. 30
cents a line for others, (one line includes 33 letters)
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THE WONDOFUL OF JAMES GOURMET FEATURING

BETH MCCAFFREY ,UOP' UOP'S FIRST LADY

"Etiquette" by Emily Post (Funk &
Wagnalls Company; New York and Lon
don, 1922). The ultimate , complex
question arises: Why am I reading
Emily Post? What does this have to do
with the wonderful world of an amateur
college "gourmetician"? Why,when I've
only an hour before I interview Mrs.
BetlTMcCaffrey, UOP's first lady?!!
Frankly, I wanted Emily Post to sug
gest a foundation on which I could inter
view and best bring out the personal
warmth of UOP's first lady, Beth
McCaffrey. But to my dismay the only
hints Emily could give me were those
about dessert service, dinner-giving
with
limited
equipment,
the
fundamentals of good behavior and
funeral preparations.
Therefore, I decided to forget Emily
Post! I got up admired myself in the mir
ror, combed my platinum, wavy hair,
and went over to Mrs. McCaffrey's .ome.
I rang the door bell of the
President's home and was expecting
some young thing dressed in a maid's |>t
mini-skirt to answer the door. To my "
surprise, it was not a maid but Mrs.
McCaffrey herself: blonde, blue-eyed,
elegantly poised, and so cheerful.
"Mrs. McCaffrey, I realize that you
probably do not have the time, nor the
purpose to cook a lot, basically,
because your two children are grown up
and more pressing engagements
probably lie in other areas of your
activity; but could you describe the first
formal dinner that you engaged upon as
a newly married woman? Could you
share some of your favorite cooking
recipes, advance a few ideas on what
you like to do in your leisure time and
where yoy like to eat? (Surely I did not
formulate this complex, sequential
question all at once, but it basically
surmizes what Mrs. McCaffrey and I
talked about.
Concerning her first formal dinner,
Mrs. McCaffrey said that she really
trudged to make a perfect impression.
She did everything from washing and
waxing the floors to baking a home
made pie and yeast rolls. She added
that she is not as conscientious of the
physical elements of entertaining
today, as compared tp this first dinner
experience. She emphasized that she
is, today, more conscientious of the
guest's needs than those of the dinner
per se.
As far as her entertainment likings,
Mrs. McCaffrey said that she and the
President would rather stay at home as
opposed to going out to dinner
(basically because of the demanding
social dinner engagements which she
and the President must frequently
attend). "We just would like to have a
nice dinner some Monday night, on a
card table, in front of the fireplace.
When we dine out, my husband and I
enjoy The Soup Cellar- Le Bistro', and
The Hatch Cover Restaurant.'
"As the President's wife, Mrs.
McCaffrey, how many formaldinnersdo

you give? What procedures do you
employ to meet faculty? How do.you go

Beth McCaffrey: There isn't much time for cooking. She is too busy helping her husband. Le Bistro is
her favorite restaurant, though.

about meeting students?"
Mrs. McCaffrey responded that she
and her husband host an annual formal
sit-down dinner during the time of
spring convocation (awarding of
graduate degrees). Other than that,
Mrs. McCaffrey said that she feels more
comfortable with less formal dinners for
other occasions, principally because
the people being honored or enter
tained feel more at ease in a less formal
atmosphere.
With regard to faculty entertaining,
she remarked that the best she and her
husband could do was to give a wine
and cheese social in the backyard of
their home. Mrs. McCaffrey said itwasa
good way to meet people because of the
ability to move around in a free, relaxed
atmosphere.
Mrs. McCaffrey also mentioned
that she does not have many
opportunities to meet as many students
as she would like to, mainly because of
the large number of students. "I mostly
meet the resident assistants, ASUOP
officers, and the students that just like
to pop- in."
On and on could I go. . .andtosurp
up the shining warmth of a woman who
is attractive, poised, and considerate is
an impossibility for me.
I must admit that Emily Post and
her book, "Etiquette," may have not
been a lost cause after all. She says that
a woman's loveliness springs from
generosity of heart and sympathy. Well,
Mrs.
McCaffrey
impressed
this
loveliness upon me.

The President's dining room is often a place where Presi
dent McCaffrey hosts formal dinners.

CAMPUS CAROLING
To get you in the Christmas spirit,
join in the Candlelight Christmas pro
cession and ceremony on Sunday
December 11, 1977.
The caroling procession starts from
the Conservatory of Music at 7:00 p.m.
and continues through campus
gathering various living groups along
the way. When the procession ends in

the Chapel, each living group will pre
sent their gift of a carole. The lighting of
the Christmas Candle and proclama
tion of the Christmas story will follow.
Refreshments will be served in
Grace Covell Dining Hall after the Cere
mony.
Don't forget to bring your candle in
•the procession.
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Arts/Entertainment
In the gallery
Works.by two Stockton area artists
will be on display from November 27 to
Sic

10

3t

University

of

the

Gilbert Dellinger of the UOP Art
Chen?vmenh • f3CUlty and Row,and
Cheney, chairman of the Fine Arts
some°™at De!ta College- wi" display
some 30 works in the show at the
University Center Gallery.
paint!ngs wi" be displayed
bv
by Dellinger,h along with the first
showing °f ,s work jn {he area Qf

lithography. Subject matter for much of
aJL TnH?,H°HeSP,!0pleintheStockton
works by De"inger
win hJ
vm
will be a painting of Governor Edmund
• Brown Jr. and several award winning pieces.
Cheney will display about 15
drawings and oil paintings that will
feature horses. His work is described as
combming a fascinating quality of
abstraction and realism." Cheney has
been at Delta since 1971.

mz'

III
-

by Melinda McMullen

is

Jazz-pop singer Kenny
Attention
campus artists Rankin featured tonight
rn,Jh?^nivarsity

Hubert Laws: Afro- Classic
Hubert Laws
/ CTI6006

The UOP Art Department
sponsoring the exhibition.

Center Programs
Council Arts Committee feels that the
Center Gallery Lounge, due to its
multiple responsibilities, is unable to
give adequate exposure to all the work
done by members of the UOP campus
community. In the hope of meeting this
need the Committee, in cooperation
with the UCPC Rathskeller Enter
tainment Committee, is attempting to
establish a gallery for both the sale and
exhibition of campus work.
The following are the basic guide
lines that have been developed for the
operation of this program. They are not
necessarily final or complete; we are
open to any ideas or suggestions you
' may have.

Hubert Laws: Afro-Classic is not a
new album. As a matter of fact, it was
recorded in 1970. But this is one jazz
recording which will never be outdated.
Laws' playing is articulate, whether
J's. P'fying soprano, alto, bass or
lectric flute. The instrument is fluidly
1. All flat work will be displayed in
adapted to the. arrangements, the Rathskeller itself. Three dimen
i he original concept of the album sional pieces will be displayed in the
s to provide a setting in which the glass cases in the Gallery.
Kenny Rankin
f>*ictSn^and African forms
could cothls concept forced the two
fnr™ *
2. The artist may opt for either a
rms to go beyond coexistence. They two- week or a four- week exhibition
desirable. If framed, screw eyes should
ed and foe result was a unique
be installed by the artist for hanging
kirJT
period. While it is not guaranteed, it
Kind of improvisation.
purposes.
may be possible to exhibit more than
a it ^e'ecti°ns on this album include once during the academic year.
5. The Arts Committee will be
gro
fr°m
Concerto
No. 3,
p_f
responsible for both the installation andt
sacalgia in C Minor, Flute Sonata in
3. The Committee will act as inter removal of all work. Early removal by
mediary
in sales, although no anyone is prohibited unless prior
and
3
n
and
unfortuna
Love"sto
^ '
(
foly)
commission will be taken. Our pur approval is obtained from the
The musicians do not "back up" pose will be to put the buyer in touch Committee.
mus!c they are integral Parts of his with the artist. It should be emphasized
that the work displayed does not have to
If you have any questions, feel free
to contact the Arts Committee mem
, ®ut foe genius of this album lies be placed for sale. No work will be
bers: Lisa Sorensen, Carolyn Adams
p. , ey W|fo the percussion section. adver- tised for sale or sold without the
c ie "Pable" Landrum and Airto
knowledge and permission of the artist.
Kathy Romary, Rebel Rickansrud,'
Cynthia Murtland or Sherri Showes.
rh?tu'ra pr°vide
of the African
4.
Unframed pieces must be They can be reached in care of the
And that's what makes this
aiK
mounted, -in addition, a mat- is , •University Center Director's Office. •
album a real "Afro-ClasSic.'

Jazz and pop singer Kenny Rankin
will be featured here tonight in the
winter guest artist jazz concert.
The 8 p.m. program in the
Conservatory of Music Auditorium will
be open to the public and include the
UOP Jazz Band. Tickets are $3.75 for
students, $5 general admission and
$5.50 at the door. Tickets can be
purchased from Bill's Music, Miracle
Music and all Bass outlets.
Rankin has received critical
acclaim for several albums in recent
years. His latest, The Kenny Rankin
Album, was released earlier this year
and expands his musical base far
beyond the folk and jazz style with
which he has been identified forso long.
The guest singer and songwriter
was born in New York City and grew up
listening to the Latin sounds which were
brought to Manhattan from Puerto Rico
the Caribbean and South America.
Rankin, who has been performing
for more than lOyears, says, "My goal is
to be as honest as I can. Whether any
one likes it or not, my music is what I
am. I'm very concerned with music. I'm
into a feeling thing and I don't sing
about ugly things, although I will sing
about pain. I'm probably a romanticist
to the last degree."
Tony
Kissane of
the UOP
Conservatory faculty will direct the UOP
Jazz Band in their portion of the show.
I he group will be performing several
selectons from the works of Count
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UOP bookstore

clearancelsale!!

CHRISTMAS
CARDS
20% OFF
CASIO Scientific Calculator
Reg.

$39.95

Spec. $26.52

LITRONIX
Statistical
Reg.

calculator
$39.95

Spec. $19.95

SONY
AM—FM cassette recorder
Reg.

$160.00

Spec. $105.30

Watches Digitalfactory Warrantee
Reg.

$80.00

Spec. $10.00

Reg.

$150.00

Spec. $89.75

HANDY recording mike
Reg. $12.95

Royal Mini-Calculator
Reg.

$13.95

Spec. $7.99

N0VUS calculator
Reg-

Reg.

$15.95

HY4AIN CB Radio,
23 channel
$95.00

Spec. $35.00

Reg.

$16.75

Spec. $12.53

auto speakers set of 2
Reg. $9.95

Spec. $6.00

LITRONIX adaptors
Reg.

$4.95

Spec. $2.95

Reg.

$14.25

Spec. $8.33

ERC AM-FM
portable radio
Reg.

$32.95

Spec. $21.00

TURNER CB 23/40 channel base
loaded fold down with springs
Reg.

$19.95

Spec. $10.66

RCA rechargeable
alkaline battery charger
Reg.

$79.95

Spec. $3.33

Spec. $9.99

AUDIOVOC stereo

Spec. $44.66

Spec. $9.85

AFC0 car stereo speakers
ERC AM—FM pocket radio

Reg. $140.00

$21.98

Reg.

Spec. $6.66

SHARP CB radia, 23 channel

AFC0 SUPER SOUND Speakers

SHARP AM—FM
radio cassette recorder

UOP bookstore

Royal Calculator-Clock

RCA deluxe speakers

Reg. $44.68
Reg.

$18.00

Spec. $39.99
Spec. $8.00 per set

Dec. 2, 1977
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UOP bookstore

clearancelsale!!

CHANNEL MASTER
cassette rdecorder
Reg.

$64.95

clock radio fm—am
Re8-

Spec. $26.52

KING'S POINT
electronic fat—am radio
Reg.

TOSHIBA electronic

$54.60

$52.78

Spec. $45.66

Royal Scientific Calculator

ERC AM-FM
dock radio

Reg.

Reg-

Spec. 68.00

Reg.

19.99

Reg. $14.95

Reg-

B0SHEI black and white
stereo

$39.95

TV 12"
Reg

Spec. $26.52

Spec. $12.00

of remote controls

$29.95

Spec. $19.88

Reg.
$199.95

$119.95

Spec. $87.95

ATARI video computer system,
AFCO cassette tape recorder j
27 games, 2 sets
Reg-

$69.95

Spec. $50.00

CHANNEL
8—track car

CB Radio 23 channel
Reg-

Spec. $15.80

TEXAS Instruments
children's calculator

$75.00

Spec. $12.93

VANITY FAIR
walkie tallies
Reg.

119.00

vanity fair
WALKIE TALKIE

$39.95

Spec. $17.77

(auto dash)

99.00

Spec. 68.00

|GUARDI0N fire & smoke alarm

AM/FM 8—TRACK
Reg.

am/FM CASSETTE RADIO
(auto dash) AM/FM

Reg. $100.00

Spec. $65.00

CHRISTMAS
WRAP
20% OFF

Reg. $19.95

Spec. $9.33

Spec $41.32

UOP bookstore

Spec.
$147.77

ARKAY speakers
3W8V
Reg-

$79.95

Spec. $13.33 per set

HEWLETT-PACKARD

Business tape calculator
Reg.

$950.00

Royal Business Calculator
rechargeable
Reg. $42.50

Spec. $450.00

Spec. $23.92
—

University Book Store
University Center •Stockton. CA 9)211o (209)946-2329
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Composers: win money

That's Entertainment
by Melinda McMullen
In my first column of this
semester, I wrote that real enter
tainment did not exist in Stockton. I
said that if you wanted to see
exceptional shows, you would have to
go to San Francisco.
I take it back. Temporarily. There
are three incredible shows coming to
Stockton in the next six weeks. They are
all very different so at least one of them
ould be of interest.
The biggest and the best news for
all "Deadheads" is that The Grateful
Dead is coming to the Stockton Civic on
January 18. Tickets are $6.50 in
advance and may be purchased
through BASS or at Miracle Music.
Advice: get your tickets now. The Civic
is small.
I've often said, "If you've seen one
Ice show, you've seen too many." I've
seen way too many. Went with my
family over Thanksgiving and saw
Dorothy Hamill. She didn't do anything
to change my opinion of Ice shows, but
this one that's coming just may.
The Great American Ice Show is
coming to the Fox December 4th after
playing to rave reviews in New York.
The producer-director is Tim Wood, an
Ofymp/c medal-winning skater and
world champion.
The show will be performed on a

portable ice stage and will utilize new
techniques combining live production,
multi-media, sound effects, music,
costumes and special electronic
lighting.
Last, and definitely not least, Kenny
Rankin is tonight. I don't know if tickets
are sold out (they weren't at press time)
so you might stop by the check cashing
booth today and see if you can get a
couple. Note to those who have their
tickets: get there early for good seats.
The Conservatory usually fills up
quickly. The show starts at 8 tonight

-i i i —. 4^
A total of $5,000 is available to
young composers in the 26th annual
BMI Awards to Student Composers
competition sponsored by Broadcast
Music, Inc., a performing rights
licensing organization.
_
Prizes rangingfrom $300 to $2,500
Will be awarded at the discretion of the
judges. To date, 225 students, ranging
in age from 8 to 25, have received BMI
AW8The

1977-78
BMI
Awards
competition is open to student
composers who are citizens
or
permanent residents of the Western
Hemisphere and are enrolled in
accredtited
secondary schools,
colleges
and conservatories,
or

annoooH in private
orivate study
st
engaged
with
recognized and established teachers
anywhere in the world. Entrants must
be under 26 years of age on December
31
1977No limitations are
established as to
instrumentation,
stylistic considerations, or length of
works submitted. Students may enter
no more than one composition, which
need not have been composed during
the year of entry.
The 1977-78 competition closes
February 15, 1978. Official rules and
entry blanks are available from James
G. Roy, Jr., Director, BMI Awards to Stu
dent Composers, Broadcast Music,
Inc., 40 West 57th St., New York, N.Y.
10019.

Band concert tomorrow

The UOP Concert Band and Wind
If you are busy studying for finals
Ensemble will present a concert at 8:15
and not going anywhere for the next
p.m. on Saturday, December 3, in the
couple of weeks you might be
Conservatory of Music Auditorium.
interested in knowing that there could
be good entertainment in your very own
Dr. C. Dale Fjerstad, an associate
room. Here are three unusual radio
professor at the Conservatory, will
stations you might want to listen to
direct the program that will be open to
while cramming:
the public without charge.
KWOD-FM at 106. Plays easy listening
Included in the concert will be
and jazz.
works
by Persichetti, Hoist, Milhaud
KSTN-FM at 107.3 plays bluegrass in
and Dello Joio.
the afternoons.
KMPX-FM at 106.9. (This is a special
The UOP Wind Ensemble is a select
one for profs while they are writing
group
of 45 students that tours the state
exams) Plays 'oldies but goodies' from
each
spring.
Next March the group will
the 40's and 50's.
Take things easy and good luck with perform at the California Music
| Educators Association conference in
finals.

San Diego.
The UOP Concert Band has 110
members and functions as the
Marching Band during the fall.

Darkroom class
David Aguilar, Center Darkroom
Manager, will present "Developing
Techniques" in the University Center
Darkroom, December 7 at 8 p.m. This
session will be for beginners who wish
to learn basic developing techniques in
Black and White.
The Darkroom will be open for the
Winter Term session.

SJ m.A S.A ys
"JOIN US FOR LUNCH
THE

REDWOOD ROOM
and FIND THE SURPRISE HIDDEN

EACH DAY
during THE WEEK OF

DECEMBER 5TH.
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Sports

Colton, Conron, Gibson share
awards honor spotlight
Senior running back Bruce Gibson
began his collection of post season
honors Monday night as he was
selected the University of the Pacific
football team's most valuable player for
1977 at the 30th annual Quarterback
Club Awards Banquet.
Bruce Gibson has been selected to play
in the East-West Shrine game
December 31 at Stanford Stadium.
It is the second straight year G ibson
has had his name inscribed on the
DouglasS. Vierra Trophy for MVP. The
6-foot, 230-pound All-America can
didate was selected the team's most
outstanding offensive player in 1976
and 1975.
Gibson gained 1,199 yards on 276
carries and scored 13 touchdowns in
helping the Tigers to a 6-5 overall
record and 3-1 second place finish in
the Pacific Coast Athletic Association.
While Gibson took the main award,
senior nose guard Craig Colton earned
the most prestigious honor of the night.
He was picked the team's outstanding
lineman, earning the Red Busher
Trophy, which was presented by the

first recip/ent-Craig Ellis. It is the 50th
awarding of the trophy.
Colton, of Port Hueneme, Calif
wfth £? TTS: third leadin* tack'er
with 64 and led the team in tackles for
loss with 12. He had one interception
and one fumble recovery.
The Lary Heller Trophy for the out
standing offensive player went to senior
wide receiver Joe Conron, who finished
his career tied for eighth with Farrell
Funston on the all-time UOP receiving
list. Conron caught 31 passes for 510
yards and four touchdowns. He led the
CAA in punt returns with 36 for 368
yards and one touchdown. Conron had
returns of 71 and 68 yards called back
because of penalties this season.

Sophomore
linebacker
Brad
Vassar of Sonora earned the Harry E.
Kane Sr., Trophy as the outstanding
defensive player. Vassar led the team in
tackles with 157, had seven tackles for
loss and intercepted three passes. He
is the first sophomore since Carl
Kammerer (1958) to win the award.
Senior linebacker Randy Whited
earned the most improved player
award; the Joseph Francis Trophy.
Whited led the PCAA in interceptions
with six and was the second leading

tackier on the team with 88. Whited
pi°rnLWlt!LSen^rtight end Brian peets
earned the President's Trophy for
excellence of performance.
Peets, the team's second leading
receiver with 14 receptions for 281
tYh A,ari|d three touchd°wns, also won
the Charles F. Erb Jr., Trophy for being
the team s most inspirational player,
the Iron Man award-Tully C. Knoles
Trophy, and for the second straight year
the Sid Robinson Trophy as the most
loyal player.
The LeRoy Johnson Trophy for the
outstanding kicker went to junior Frank
Alegre of Lodi. Alegre booted a season
record 13 field goals, and was 23 of 24
in point after touchdown attempts.
Other trophy winners were senior
defensive back Enos Edmerson and
sophomore guard Bruce Filarsky.
Edmerson won the Ken Buck Trophy for
being the leading Stockton Area player,
and Filarsky, a pre-med major, won the
Eddie LeBaron Trophy for outstanding
academic performance.

Soccer team
ends season
Pacific closed the books on soccer
for 1977 as the Tiger kickers lost a 3-0
contest to Stanislaus State at Turlock,
then battled to a 2-0 win against the
alumni team Nov. 20.
The Tigers attempted 18 shots
against Stanislaus, but couldn't con
nect with the net for points in dropping
their 16th contest in 18 starts. Although
the UOP team was young and relatively
inexperienced this year, coach Glen
Richard stated that all but one player
will be returning for the 1978 season.
Victor Zapien was selected the
team's Most Valuable Player, Doyle
Dean won the Most improved Player
award and Bruce Spaulding and Jaime
Brown received co-captains cups. Paco
D'Angelo was presented a trophy for his
selection to the Pacific Soccer'
Conference North second team.

As the majority of this year's team
were freshmen, Coach Glenn Richard
said that he expects the teams, overall
personality to improve considerably
over the next few seasons.
Also the surge of soccer should
help the program at UOP. According to
All the awards, with the exception
Brownmore kids in Stockton last year
of the LeBaron, Iron Man and most
played soccer than little league base
improved, were picked by the players.
ball.
-L.

FOOTBALL PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Joe Conron
WR, 6-J, 170, Senior
Had 5 catches for 88 yards and
3 touchdowns; a school record1,
and returned 6 punts for 100
yards in victory over Fullerton
two week's ago.
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Coleman/ Cornelius lead
Pacific by Moorehead
The Tigers' dynamic freshmen
forwards, Paulsen and Cornelius, each
scored 10 points. Paulsen shot 5 for 14
from the field and pulled down a team
high of nine rebounds. Cornelius was
four for five from the field and had eight
rebounds.

UOP's men's basketball team
travels to Rice University in Houston
tomorrow night to take on the Owls. Tipoff is set for 5:30 p.m.
Monday night the Tigers host the
North Dakota Fighting Sioux at 8:05
p.m. at the Stockton Civic Auditorium.

When asked if he had ever
dreamed of starting for the varsity as a
freshmen Cornelius said, "I thought I
would make the varsity, and I thought I
would probably play a lot, but I did not
think I would be starting. Paulsen
remarked, "We're freshmen but we
don't feel like freshmen. We're all UOP
Tigers. Whether you're a freshman or a
senior doesn't make much difference.
When it gets down to nails, everyone is
the same."

Wednesday night the Tigers de
feated Moorehead State, in Kentucky,
76- 72 to bring their record to 2- 0.
Senior Russ Coleman and Freshman
Ron Cornelius were the heroes in the
game. The Tigers led midway through
the second half and then had to
scramble to come back and win in the
final four minutes.
Coleman led all scorers in the game
with 26 points and Cornelius had 12, in
cluding two pressure free throws with
four seconds remaining to seal the vic
tory. Cornelius, playing with four fouls,
poured in eight points in the final 4lA
minutes.

Asked about the adjustment he
had to make at UOP, Cornelius said,
"I've come to really enjoy Pacific. It was
really hard to adjust at first, but now I
enjoy playing basketball here."

Elsewhere for the Tigers, Terence
Carney scored 12 points, Matt McGuire
and Joe Hovorka came in off the bench
and scored 6 points each, Rick Paulsen
had 6 in a starting role, and centers
George Fowler and Scott McLaughlin
each put in four points.

Women's b-ball
opens season
UOP's women's basketball team
jpens its 1977-78 season today when
;hey travel to Feather River College.

Coach Stan Morrison praised the
work of McGuire and Hovorka saying,
"We really need this help off the bench.
Matt did a fine job for us. He played a
tenacious defense and went in there
like a pro." About Hovorka's play
Morrison simply said, "He did a great
job."

Next Tuesday Pacific hosts
Sonoma at 7:30 p.m. and Stanislaus
State at 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday night
in the gymnasium.

Last Saturday Pacific defeated the
UC Davis Aggies 78-69 in the season
opener for both teams. Carney paced
the way for the Tigers scoring a career
high of 27 points. He shot a blistering
12 for 18 from the field and sank his
three free-throw attempts. Carney also
passed off for four assists.

Coleman saw action in his first
regular season game for the Tigers and
shot a disappointing 4 for 19 from the
field. He made up for it though, pulling
down eight rebounds and passing off for
two assists. Fowler tallied 12 points,
had five rebounds and blocked five
shots.

Jordan released as football coach
UOP assistant football coach Jack
Jordan will not have his contract
renewed the Pacifican has learned from
reliable sources. Jordan, the running
backs and quarterbacks coach and the
man who calls the offensive plays, has
been at UOP since 1970. When asked
whether he had been fired, Jordan said,
"I have no comment."

One -player, who wished to remain
anonymous, said that Jordan's style of
coaching is too conservative and that
Bruce Gibson was in the offensive game
too much. The person went on to say
that Gibson could have had gained the
same amount of yards on fewer ball
carries had Jordan mixed up his play
calling.

Feelings on the football team were
mainly of disbelief, but not of sorrow.

Chester Caddas was out of town
and unavailable for comment on the
Jordan matter.

Expected to start for the Tigers are
Pam Fan, Toni Glandon, Karen Peets,
Laurelle Hendon and Marcia Roberts.

FOR INSTRUCTORS
& STUDENTS
Term Papers
Club Bulletins
Reports
Resumes
Overhead Projector Overlays
Instruction Manuals
QUALITY COPIES
FAST SERVICE

186 W.ADAMS 464-6161
Off Pacific Ave. across from
Baskin-Robbins

Engineers, math, technical grads thru age 29

MOTEL OFFERING^

RESERVATIONS (209) 463-3660
• SUMPTUOUS KING SIZE WATER BEDS AVAILABLE
- CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE TO YOUR ROOM VIA CLOSED
CIRCUIT TV
• _EACH ROOM IS PRIVATE AND ELEGANT. . SPECIAL 3 HR. RATES
- ABSOLUTE PRIVACY . NEW COLOR TV'S FULL COLOUR AND SOUND
- GROUP RATES AVAILABLE - NEW MOVIES EVERY 14 DAYS
• SAFE ENCLOSED" PARKING FACILITIES
00

Jack Jordan, in the middle, no longer is an assistant football
coach at UOP.

N. California St.. Stockton

are needed to fill positions as Air Force Officers using the skills
you have trained for. Now that you have your degree why not
try a position of responsibility using your technical skills and
6 TarlY .bene^its and promotional opportunities as
an Officer in the United States Air Force.
Call or write:

United States Air Force Recruiting Office
1313 Robinhood Dr., Suite 10 — Stockton CA 95207
(209) 946-6234
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Sports

Rick Leserman

What I think of sports...
game last weekend. I was somewhat
impressed with what I saw.
I
Terence Carney looked absolutely
super scoring 27 points, George Fowler
looked like he might be ready to play
basketball this season blocking five
shots; Russ Coleman proved that he
nf Westwood. But I was wrong. USC could rebound and pass off for assists
1 '
when he has trouble scoring points;
but iust barely!
The Washington Huskies now are Rick Paulsen will be a great one; and
. Pac 8 representatives in theRose Ron Cornelius with added game
Rnwl And I am man enough to admit
experience will be good. Only time will
Bowl. ft
nicked the Troians to tell what will happen with Stan
Morrison's basketball team this year.
• v.o nf the season. . So did
San Diego State, Fullerton State
^'"nerson with half a brain. Oh well. and Long Beach State should be
Sg can be done now. But tell me,
favored to take the PCAA. But don t dis
Sow many people will be betting on the count UOP and a real sleeper could be
Fresno State. Even though they were 1Huskies to defeat Michigan
Getting back to that USC-UCLA 11 last season, they could be tough this
eame/that had to be one of the best year.
,
.
They brought in a new coach and
college football games I have ever seen_
I rate this one up there with the 1975 then have all five starters returning
USC last minute victory overOhioState from last season. And intheirfirstgame
in the Rose Bowl (Pat Haden to J.K. this season Fresno trounced Idaho
McKay
remember?) But last week* State, who beat UCLA last year in the
game does not even come close to the NCAA playoffs.
The pro ranks find the Portland
game where USC was down 24-0 to
Trailblazers doing theirtypical fab"[°"s
Notre Dame and came back to win 5
24 Now that was a game. Don t you job led by that big redhead named Bill.
Portland's only competition in the west
think so, B. Way?
Guess what is upon us now! The should come from Phoenix. Elsewhere
wonderful world of basketball. For any look for Philadelphia, Cleveland and
dlvl®'°"s'
people out there who think that I am Denver to win their
biased towards football, you am t seen Philadelphia and Cleveland should be
nothing yet. Because in my mind foot sure bets to win, but don't be surprised
ball doesn't come close to
the if Chicago or Milwaukee overtakes Denexcitement and glamor of basketball.
V6r' For all the football fans out in UOP
Especially the college games.
And speaking of the college games, land! Remember M'ke BeH. the big
I was able to catch the UOP-UC Davis defensive lineman for Colorado State
and Deacon Turner, the great running
back from San Diego State? WeMJg
were named the Sports Illustrated
players of the week in the November
Well wouldn't you know it. ft is just
luck that the one column I had

Trr,n«

FESE

SPECIAL STUDENT
AUTO INSURANCE
PROGRAM

28th issue. This furt^^P;00VpeShavS
Chester Caddas says about UOP having
a tough schedule.

We
discount
premiums if you ha\/e
been claim-free for the
past 36 months
Additional discounts for
good studentsDiscounts for more than 1
car— New low rates for
married males and single
females— Broad coverage
type policy— Policy may
be
continued
after
graduation.
Come in or' call for a
personal quotation on
your auto insurance.

In the past we havesave<

by David NWW

Freshman

.tandout

Amy Taanadi (above) is .hown

swimming in recent action.

Sports in brief

Pacific competed at the Pacific

UOP's
women's swim team
Coast Athletic Association Water po o
improved their league record to 3-0 with
Tournament recently to closeout 'ts
an 85-40 victory over Fresno State
season. Their final record was 15-10-1
recentlv. In their first two contests
and 2-3 in league play.
Pacific dropped San Jose State, 83-4U
UC Santa Barbara won a 14 1U
and Sacramento State, 96-45.
decision over UOP in its first round
The Tigers have been paced thus
opener Pacific came back with an 11far by Amy Tasnadi, Ann Redig, Cindy
«in over San Jose St*, bdt »as
Gentes Julie Waters, Jana Brandendropped from the tournament 16-10 by
berg and Amy Syvachenberg. Against
Long Beach State in a semi- final round
Fresno State, Waters led the way for
match Pepperdine eventually won a
UOP by winningthe 100-yard 'ndividua
12 11 squeaker over UC Irvine for the
medley
the 200-yard individual
championship.
TedleyTnO the 100-yard backs!
In the season opener against Santa
Clara Tasnadi broke the Association of
*•*•*••*•*****

r

time barrier to qualify for the AIAW
Nationals in the 100-yard backstroke.
She will compete in the Nationals
Duke University in March.

The UOP Tigers' No. 1 baseball
team rolled up a 12- 8 record in deadlocking with the River City Reds No. 2
(from Delta College) for second place
during the 1977 Stockton Fall Baseball
concluded 'ccendyjhe
Sacramento City College Solors No. 2
team won the league crown with a 14- 6
Tiger hurlers Syd Church, Howard
Detmer, Pat Donahue and J.J. Kiernan
went 23 innings in winning two ga™es
against no losses. Lefthander Marc
Schafler was the winningest Tig
pitcher with a 3- 0 record, and |unior
Gary Kleinfeldt worked 24 innings in
~ 1 slate.
compiling a 3"THERE

~FFERENCt

UK

students up to $200

&UTCHER INSURANCE
4600

N. Pershing Avenue|
Stockton

478- 2450

office is located just 3 blocks from the
UOP campus on the south-east corner of
Pershing and March Lane.

SAN FRANCISCO
433-1763
PALO ALTCT

327-0841

smci*it>TS s
C««tH»SlN*»-»0*US '•
_ 1*00)22)-9840
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Opinion
Bits of tid
by Steve Cecil

Street Talk
Photos by : George Raya

Interviewer: Wanda Lau
Yeah, That's A Problem
and he begins to towel dry it. "You call
Few things in this life bother me as
that a problem?" Yeah. Yeah, I'd call
much as having my hair in my eyes
that a problem.
when I'm trying to think. So with the
semester ending, with a lot of studying
And what about Monday, back in
to do, with finals rapidly approaching, I Stockton. I'm looking to buy a used car
decided I needed a haircut.
so I call up a guy who is selling one and
Well, all week long my broker has
he says to come and look at it. I do, and
been telling me over and over to invest
the car is in nice enough shape, but
regionally, to buy local, so last Wednes right off the owner says I probably can't
day I took his advice and patronized our
afford it. "What do you mean, I can't
very own "salon de coiffeur," the UOP
afford it," I tell him, a smidgeon
Barber Shop. It is a very unassuming offended.
building, but once inside I was assured
He says, "Well, these cars are worth
only the finest treatment.
Marcel explained to me that all the
a lot; they're pretty expensive."
big wigs on campus frequent his shop.
That's good, I don't want a junk car.
In fact, if I'd come a half-hour sooner he
But I ask the guy how he knows I can't
said I'd have run into Dean Barr. I was in afford it. He says, "Maybe you can, how
a pretty crummy mood and wasn't
much do you have?"
paying much attention, and I conceded
"Three thousand."
if it was good enough for Bill it was good
"Yeah, see. I knew it. . ."
enough for me.
I say, "Wait a minute. I can borrow
So I'm getting my hair washed and
some." He says, "How much?"
Marcel starts picking up on my bad
And we go on like this for awhile,
mood.. He asked me what was bother
but sure enough that night I drove home
ing me, and I just said that nothing was
in the car! Later on, some of my friends
going right anymore. I told him I must
told me that a '63 Dodge Dart isn't worth
be a born loser. He told me he was a
$3995.00, even if it's in great shape —
good listener.
I said I had more problems than I which this one isn't.
knew what to do with and without really
But Marcel is still unconvinced, or
meaning to, I began explaining how
perhaps he's just being kind. "You call
even the best of my plans have lately
that a problem?" he says. Yeah, I do.
seemed to turn sour. Like Thanks
And I am convincedI have no luck at all,
giving Dinner; my Mom wrote me that
she had a big treat for me. Immediately and I even told him so.
I start remembering last year: a twentyHe said, "What about with women?"
pound turkey, a smoked ham, a roast,
I said, "Huh?" And his lovely assis
stuffing, cranberry sauce, rolls, corn,
yams, jello salad, mince pie, pecan pie, tant walked in the room. Marcel says for
me to ask her out and 1'm.nervous, but
peach cobbler. I could hardly wait!
gamey.
I get home and I hear right away
from my sisters that Mom is a vegetar
ian now. Oh, that's just great! I hate
vegetables! We all sit down to dinner
this Thursday of Thursdays and my
proud mother whisks from the oven,
piping hot, to everyone's surprise, a
goldern, beautiful, 14-pound potato. I
could have cried.
Marcel is done washing my hair
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She smiles demurely, then with a
wink says, "Well, you'll just have to ask
me and find out."
And I'm ecstatic! She's talking to
me! I say, "Well, would you like to go to
dinner, and a movie, then drinks',
some dancing with me?" I'm about to
melt.
Her smiles fades, "Drop dead!"
She leaves and I turned to Marcel
"I told you. Jesus. . ."
But he says that she's like that with
everybody; that she probably even likes
me. The guys she hates she ignores.
"She said 'drop dead.' You call that a
problem?" And Marcel shakes the hair
off of my collar.

'No reason to
ignore them'

per

Telephone: 209-946-2114.

year.

By now I'm all done and I look inthe
mirror and wince. The ends are all
uneven, it's thin and almost balding in
places, and the bangs are cut straight
across my forehead. "My God, I look like
Dr. Barr."
Marcel says, "Yeah, you do, don't
you?" Then he paused, "But hey! You
call that a problem?"

RIGHTS

Cindy Adams (Sr., COP): Yes, it should.
I feel that women are being
.discriminated against for being the
"weaker sex." I think that women are as
capable in most fields as men are, and
shouldn't be prevented from going into
them just because they're women.
Bernardo Diaz (Soph., Elbert Covell):
, Yeah, I guess it should be. I think that
nowadays women should have the
same rights as men because they have
demonstrated to us that they can do
almost everything that men can do. So I
don't see any reason why we should
ignore them.

Glenda Peterson (2nd yr., School of
Pharmacy): Yes. Women should have
the same opportunities as men have.
My career is at stake; it could be
affected by the ERA.

r Yes...my

career
Sandy Smith (Secretary, Auxiliary
Services): Yes. In my case, I'm working
and putting my husband through
school.
I've previously had some
problems with pay. With the passage of
the ERA, it should no longer be a
problem.

'No one
can be
truly free'

is at stake'

Donald Langdon (Soph., Conservatory):
Definitely, definitely, definitely, yes!
Unless all people in our society are
equal under the law, no one can be truly
'free. Women, minorities and gays
should all be protected under the law,
and the Constitution should reflect that
fact. And until it does, America cannot
truly be "land of the free, and home of
the brave."
Deborah Davila (Sr., Elbert Covell): I
think it definitely should be ratified.
Socially and economically, women are
becoming equals to men in this
country, and constitutionalizing it
would establish that fact.

Nick Zanakis (5th yr., School of
Engineering): I think, regardless of sex,
race or anything, that if you're better;
qualified than someone else for a job,
you should get it.

published

weekly during the academic year

Opinions

"Hey, Good-Lookin'," and she looks
over at me, "Suppose I was to ask you
out to a quiet dinner for two with
candles and wine, then to a movie, then
drinks and dancing. What would you
say?"

SHOULD THE EQUAL
AMENDENT BE RATIFIED?

Margaret Cormack (Dean, RaymondCallison): Absolutely! Immediately!
Good Lord, women are human beings.
They should have had equal rights long
ago, along with other minorities. The
only reason they didn't get equal rights
long ago is that nobody in power ever
gives it up gracefully, and they're not
doing it now, either.

'Good Lord,
women are

human beings.

Dec. 2, 1977,

• Letters to
the editor
Dear Editor,
During my three and a half years
here at U.O.P., I have become quite
aware of the meaning of the Community
Involvement Program. I know that
without C.I.P. I would never have been
able to complete my education. My
G.P.A. in high school was good and I
graduated with honors, but whenI got to
U.O.P. I realized that I had not been
properly prepared for college work. It
was hard enough coming to U.O.P. only
three months after graduating from
high school, but the atmosphere was
even more difficult to deal with. The
whole environment was so different
from that of high school. The difference
in people's ideas and their narrow view
of life was a greater shock to me than
the work load.
C.I.P. provided moral support at a
level that I could deal with. It was
comforting to know that I could turn to
someone for help. The program as a
whole provides financial, academic
and moral support. C.I.P. has formed a
Student Association which enables
students to become closer.
Peer
support and knowing that you aren't
alone makes it easier to cope.

The Pacifican
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EI/IL LURKS
"•THE HEARTS OF MEN ?
WE KNOW!

remission grants to qualified applicants
from the Stockton Community. The
Administration maintains that CIP still
has those 200 slots yet it has told CIP
that it should not recruit any new
students for the spring of '78, even
though there are only 161 students
enrolled in this year's program.
(Conflict no. 1)

But why has the Administration
Some changes have been taking
place in the last few years with respect told CIP not to recruit? This is where the
to the Program's existence on campus. ^whole problem has its roots (and
These changes aren't very positive. conflict no. 2 pops up). CIP has been
This program has provided people with told that it has overawarded this year's
the opportunity for an education who budget allocation by over $50,000,
even though there are only 161
otherwise would not be able to continue
students in the program and over
their education. If these changes cause
$200,000 in outside monies were
a loss in the number of students, a lot of
brought into the University by those CIP
people in the Program, as well as in the
students in the form of B.E.O.G. grants,
community, will be upset.
C.O.G. grants, and state scholarships.
I will support this program all the You see, the administration has a
way because without it's support, I peculiar way of doing things. In this
particular instance, it steadfastly
wouldn't be here.
maintains that CIP will continue to exist
Freda Kinser as it has in the past (with 200 slots and
C.I.P. Student no major program changes), only
they're going-to have to do that with a
Dear Editor,
budget of $475,000(which is enough to
The
Community Involvement pay for 123 slots at current tuition
levels) and any other monies necessary
rogram (CIP) is once again a topic of
discussion in various campus letters, to pay for those 77 slots, that the
articles in the local newspaper, and administration says CIP has, should
come from somewhere else. This is
administration- student rap sessions.
e reasons for CIP being a topic of
where the conflicts start.
'scussion
down to two things
ontinued and unchanged program
First, the Administration is
and Program funding. CIP
contradicting itself when it says CIP has
f stence
Ces ttle very likely possibility of a
200 slots and then turns around and
h
ange in both a funding cutback and a
budgets for 123 slots. Second, the
administration again contradicts itself
- ange in the direction of the program
°mething that neither the University
when it says it foresees no major
,
Stockton Community can allow program changes and' then turns
t0 take place.
around and expects CIP to become a
revenue - generating program
.
reason for all the fuss is very something it was NEVER intended to be.
Pie, although it becomes involved
en all the different factors are taken
To me, it appears that the
10 consideration.
You see, the administration is not at the very least
Ministration has adopted two being at all consistent in its approach
on k°ns (°r Perhaps three, depending towards a solution for the problem. As I
n What you've read and heard) that are see it, either CIP has 200 tuition
'rect conf'ict with one another and is remission grants, or slots, which the
e
Pecting everyone to accept them as University is going to fund 100 percent,
Datr are" no questions asked. In the or it has a $475,000 budget allocation
t, CIP has always been allowed to per year, with which it can award 123
grants, at current tuition levels. If the
st!!fve and act as if jt had 200 slots for
dents per year to award as tuition former is true, then there is no problem

and we can all go home. However, if the
latter is the actual situation, then I feel it
is the responsibility of the students of
the University and members of the
Stockton Community to demand to
know why the administration is cutting
back and changing the direction of a
program which it says has been an
invaluable asset to the University and in
the past had committed itself to the
Stockton community by agreeing to
provide a Universityeducation to 200 of
its students per year, by way of CIP.
If the presence of the University of
the Pacific precludes the existence of a
4- year state college or university here
in Stockton and therefore denies mem
bers of the community a low- cost
college education close to home, then I
feel it is the moral responsibility of the
University to provide that educational
opportunity in return for the
community's willingness to allow the
current situation to continue.

Respectfully,
Fvaucuio de lu Cez

Dear Editor:

I am on the C.I.P. program. I have
heard some of the students on this
campus are worried about having to pay
for part of our tuition to stay at U.O.P. I
would like to tell some of the students
what this program means to me.
When I was going to Delta college
this campus looked like a cold and
forbidding place. C.I.P. has made this
place a lot warmer for me. The C.I.P.

staff and participating students are like
a family. We cooperate and help one
another whenever possible. We are also
grateful to be able to continue our
education.
Another very important point about
C.I.P. is that when you need to talk to
someone for one reason or another
there is someone always there to help
you. If it was not for this program I
would not be able to get my B.A. and
become a teaqher someday.
These are just a few of the many
reasons why C.I.P. is important to me.
Paula Gizdich

i
THE PEANUT AND THE STICK
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Dear Editor:
SAPhA? What the hell is SAPhA? Is
it possibly a new kind of medication or
maybe the flavor of the month at Baskin
- Robbins? Well, the rumor that the
small village on the other side of the
Calaveras River is actually a pharmacy
school is true. In fact, there are over
700 villagers who are attending classes
at the University of the Pacific, School of
Pharmacy. Of those 700 villagers, over
50 percent of them are members of
SAPhA, the strange word which sounds
like an Armenian eggplant.
SAPhA stands for the Student
American Pharmaceutical Association,
which allows the pharmacy students to
have an input in pharmacy on the local,
state, and national levels. Through
SAPhA, students voice their opinions on
governmental levels of how the
pharmacy students (future pharm
acists) feel about laws and regulations
which pertain to their profession.
SAPhA is also involved with
providing the community with certain
health services which help provide
overall better health care to Stockton
and the surrounding areas. This year
the big health care service which
SAPhA has been providing is Blood
Pressure Hypertension Screening. So
far this
semester,
SAPhA has
participated in Hypertension programs
at Roseville, Lodi General Hospital and
at the University Center Mall.
It will also be providing Blood
Pressure Screening to those attending
U.O.P. Parent's Day on November 19th.
Starting in January it will be working
with the local area pharmacists in
giving Blood Pressure Hypertension
Screening to certain high risk groups in
Stockton and the surrounding area.
Other activities in which SAPhA has
_been involved include manning a booth
at Health days at Weberstown Mall, the
Swine Flu innoculation program last
year to. the community, and other
health- oriented community activities.
Yes, Virginia, there is an Easter bunny,
and yes, pharmacy students do have a
social side. Boy, do they have a social
life! Each year SAPhA has numerous
social activities which provide the
villagers an opportunity to leave the
books and have fun.
So the little village on the other side
of the Calaveras is not really a
commune with a bunch of SAPhA's
running around. It is The Pharmacy
School, and the Student American

Letter* to the Editor *hould be sent
through campus mail or delivered
pertonally to the Pacifican, North
Hall, by

Tuetday

previous

publication on Friday.

to

Letter*

(hould be kept to three hundred
word* or lest, and mutt be signed
with a full name; anonymity can be
requested. Phone numbers will be
appreciated.

SISYPHUS
Pharmaceutical Association is very
active with the concerns of the
pharmacy
professtion
and
the
concerns of the community as well.

In other words

Sincerely,
Joel N. Weber, SAPhA V.P.

Dear Editor:
Dean Duns can have his own "signin celebration" because he didn't have
to go through registration on Saturday.
We were countlessly assured that each
group had an equal number of class
spaces, which meant the early groups
would have no advantage. Groups?
What groups? Groups were composed
of people naive enough to come at their
designated times and wait in line. I'm
sure the people at the front of their line
must have wondered why their letter
slots were already filled in some
classes. How was it that so many winter
term kourses were closed by 1:00? The
"order" of times was non-existent and
anyone could register at any time. The
students at the door only checked for
your advisors signature, nothing else.
So, for you who waited your proper turn,
next time go early and get the classes
you want. And don't bother with the
lines, you can get in the back door.

Staff members
Candidates' applications for spring
semester editor-in-chief are available
for your perusal on the bulletin board in
the Pacifican office. Any observations
or opinions may be submitted
anonymously in writing to secretary
Flossie Stowell. A public meeting of the
publications board, for the purpose of
selecting the editor, will be held at 9
p.m. Tues., Dec. 9 in WPC 120.

by Thomas Kennedy

Schlafly, a housewife from Alton,
Illinois.
Both of these leaders are
tapping a well that was previously
unused, that of middle America. And
it's because of this that the right's
campaign is so strong.
For too long I'm afrajfl, this majority
looked upon as being eternally silent,
was passed over whenever issues
arose. Having been ignored for so long,
the silent majority has realized just how
much power it wields and has decided
to start using it.
For example, a Gallup poll recently
taken has shown the majority favors
some increases in federal spending to
aid college students and the elderly,
help drug addicts, and to improve
public education. But at the same time,
a substantial majority did not want to
see an increase in aid to Black
Americans.
According to a Newsweek article,
"This split could represent racism. But
some experts see a strong element of
simple middle - class self - interest in
current attitudes, a phenomenon that
seems to rise with the cost of living."
What this means is that grass root
support for social programsthat will not
affect them is unwanted.
Currently many observers dismiss
the possibility that the new right will
gain political power anything near the
level that the old left had during the
sixties.
According to presidential
pollster Patrick Caddell "Their people
are intense, loud, and noisy, and they
write letters because they can'
succeed in the voting booth." This may
be true, but wasn't President Johnson
saying the same thing about the antiwat
movement in 1965?

